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Abstract 

We introduce an analytical physical description of micro-Spatially Offset Raman Spectroscopy (micro-SORS) 

experiments in turbid samples with a special emphasis on studying the penetration depth of chemical species 

(agents) into a matrix. Such samples exhibit varying concentration gradients with depth. The experiments 

aim at yielding the variations (trends) of the Raman intensity ratio of the agent and matrix marker bands, 

H���, with increasing micro-SORS defocusing distance (X). The physical model shows that H��� can be 

expressed as a function of the concentration profiles of the analytes. The analysis makes use of Monte Carlo 

simulation results of the propagation of photons in turbid media. Despite the introduced approximations, 

the obtained formulas provide an insightful tool that allows justifying the observed trends and facilitates the 

interpretation of micro-SORS data and systematic comparison among different samples. Basic comparison 

with previously published experimental micro-SORS data indicates good consistency. The obtained 

relationships could also be useful for a semi-quantitative estimate of concentration profiles in unknown 

samples. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

1. Introduction 

The study of the concentration gradient of an agent which diffuses in turbid media is a topic transcending 

many fields of materials science. For instance, in the field of semiconductors it is relevant in the study of the 

diffusion of dopants into silicon wafers; 1 in solar cells technology it is of interest for the study of the diffusion 

of alkali ions from the glass into the electrode films; 2 in the pharmaceutical field it is pertinent in studying 

the absorption of drugs or moisture in tablets,3 drug release 4-5 and drug diffusion in human skin. 6 Overall, 

the knowledge of the diffusion profiles and associated dynamics of the process is crucial for the 

understanding of complex mechanisms underlying the diffusion processes, which strongly influence the 

properties of many materials. 

In Cultural Heritage the diffusion phenomenon is present, for instance, when a conservation product is 

applied on a decayed substrate (stones, plasters, mural paintings, paintings, etc.). The aim of such treatment 

is to restore, or at least to contain, the natural decay processes of the artwork, and the knowledge of the 

concentration profile of the product inside the porous matrix is mandatory for investigating the physical-

chemical interaction between these, and consequently, for evaluating the effects of the treatment. 17-24 Other 

situations that involve diffusion processes in Cultural Heritage include the absorption of dye solutions or 

pigment suspensions (e.g., watercolour absorbed in a paper substrate) and the diffusion of solvents used for 

cleaning. The knowledge of the penetration depth of these agents is relevant for characterizing the artwork 

and for monitoring the (unwanted) diffusion of the solvents during the cleaning procedure. 25 

Recently, a Raman spectroscopy technique, micro-Spatially Offset Raman Spectroscopy (micro-SORS) has 

been proposed for obtaining the diffusion profiles of an agent into a turbid (diffusely scattering) matrix, with 

a special interest to Cultural Heritage applications. 26-28 The method is based on the physical concept that 

deep Raman photons, carrying chemical information from different depths below the surface, emerge 

laterally on sample surface; their acquisition permits to discriminate the molecular composition of the 

surface from that below it – for a detailed description of the method and underlying processes see 29-30 and 

references therein. 

In its basic form (called defocusing micro-SORS), micro-SORS entails the acquisition of a sequence of Raman 

spectra at different sample positions along the z-axis facilitating the detection of Raman photons originating 

from different locations within the sample volume. 31 Besides the high chemical specificity and sensitivity, a 

major advantage of micro-SORS stems from its non-invasive nature. The acquisition of the deep Raman 

photons, and consequently the assessment of the diffusion profiles, is obtained without resorting to 

destructive methods, as required in cross sectional analysis, performed directly at the surface of the intact 

material. This feature is essential, notably in the Cultural Heritage field, where, for evident reasons the 

development of non-invasive methods is among the key research topics. 



Extensive studies have recently demonstrated the applicability of micro-SORS to these complex situations. 

Mock-up samples mimicking the absorption of solvents used for cleaning, 26-27 the diffusion of an organic 

polymer, 26 an inorganic treatment used in conservation and a pigment suspension 28 have been tested with 

micro-SORS, using different matrices. Normalized intensity ratios between the marker bands of the agent 

and that of the matrix, ����, were used to calculate the slopes �����/�� vs. defocusing distance �. This 

parameter was found to be related to the actual penetration depth of the agent, demonstrating the capability 

of micro-SORS to differentiate samples with different penetration depths. (The penetration depth is defined 

as a depth at which the concentration of the penetrating agent decreases to 1/e of its near surface value).28 

To support the interpretation of micro-SORS data and the systematic comparison of different samples a 

further major step is needed involving the development of a physical model able to analytically justify the 

remarkable outcomes achieved so far by micro-SORS experiments. Despite the relevance, this subject is still 

rather unexplored in literature, but it can rely on a series of available theoretical results. Notably, the Monte 

Carlo method has been used to numerically simulate the photon paths in SORS experiments 32 and to study 

the micro-SORS signal dependence on the degree of spatial offset 33-34 and defocusing.33-35 Moreover, 

simulations have been carried out of deep Raman photons collection with a fluorescence top layer using 

defocusing and full micro-SORS variants. 36 Here we propose a physical model that combines the description 

of the Raman response of the chemical species with the results of Monte Carlo simulations that provided the 

description of the probed depth in micro-SORS measurements in a turbid matrix. 

Our model aims at the description of real situations often encountered in Cultural heritage materials. For 

instance, when consolidants, protectives, solvents or coloured suspensions are applied on the surface of 

absorbing matrixes such as plasters, stones, or paper, a continuous concentration gradient develops in the 

sample, which results from the diffusion of the agent within the matrix. 

We first consider a generic system where an agent is embedded in a non-transparent matrix, creating a 

concentration gradient from the surface to the inner portion of the material. Both chemical species (agent 

and matrix, �1, �2) can change their absolute concentration with depth. Analytic relationships valid for any 

concentration profiles, �����, are derived. The model is then applied to systems reflecting situations 

encountered in Cultural Heritage: i) the agent possesses a (continuous) concentration profile whereas the 

matrix concentration is constant (e.g a consolidant that diffuses in a porous stone), and ii) the agent/matrix 

mixture forms finite thickness layers (multi-layered system) with constant relative concentration that gives a 

stepwise concentration profile of the two analytes (e.g superimposed paint layers). 

The model was finally tested on a sample that exhibits both i) and ii) features, and is made of two-layers with 

constant concentration profile of the matrix itself, simulating a pigment suspension diffused in a paper 

substrate with a stepwise concentration profile. Such types of samples were previously investigated with 

micro-SORS,28 and the model output has been compared with experimental data collected in this work. 



2. Derivation of the model 

The aim of the model is to obtain equations that describe, in terms of relevant physical quantities, the output 

of a micro-SORS experiment carried out on a sample characterized by the presence of two analytes with 

variable relative concentration with different depths. We indicate these two species with the symbols  �1 

and �2; typically, �1 is the agent and �2 is the matrix. The model can be applied to samples having both a 

constant and a variable concentration of the matrix, to samples with a continuous concentration gradient, 

and to layered samples, consisting of a mixture of the two analytes creating layers with different relative 

concentrations. Such situations are commonly found in several art-relevant materials, for example, treated 

stones having a product diffusion gradient, with the matrix being either constant or variable in concentration, 

and superimposed paint layers (stratigraphies). 

The system considered for the development of the model is described as a semi-infinite volume, with a flat 

interface with air (Figure 1). The experimental set-up considered is typical of a defocusing micro-SORS 

experiment with incidence of the laser beam normal to the sample surface and a backscattering collection 

geometry. The concentration of the two analytes (moles/volume) is described by the functions 

�����, ����� varying along the � direction (depth) and this is assumed to be constant in the �, � plane. In 

the following, � represents the depth into the sample (� = 0 at the interface, � increases with depth (see Fig. 

1)). We assume the air/sample interface is flat. The coordinate � describes the defocusing: the displacement 

of the microscope objective away from the sample surface – � increases with increasing micro-SORS 

defocusing distance. We also assume that neither laser nor Raman photons are absorbed by the matrix or 

agent, which is a reasonable assumption with common near-infrared micro-SORS probing.  

We consider a pair of different analytes, and we assume that �1 (agent) and �2 (matrix) exhibit characteristic 

Raman marker bands, so that their relative amount can be monitored by following, during the micro-SORS 

experiment, the evolution with defocusing distance (X) of the intensity ratio of the two Raman bands, namely 

���� = ������
������. Often, instead of ����, the normalized intensity ratio ���� = ����

�����  is reported and analyzed 

where �� is a given selected defocusing distance. The reference defocusing value �� may correspond either 

to the optical focus (�� = ��) or to a reference distance further away from it (�� > ��). The choice of the 

suitable �� value depends on the characteristics of the depth distribution of the analytes. According to ref.,28 

real samples can be affected by local (unwanted or unexpected) fluctuation of the concentration profiles: in 

this case it is preferable to perform a normalization to the intensity ratio obtained at a selected threshold 

defocusing value. In fact, the increase of the defocusing distance compensates for the possible non-

homogeneous layer composition, due to the intrinsic averaging ability of defocusing, provided by the 

enlargement of the laser incidence and Raman collection areas. 



 

Figure 1. Sketch of the experimental micro-SORS set-up considered for developing the model. X measures the distance 

between the microscope objective and the sample surface and z the depth in the sample. Panel a: imaged set-up. Panel 

b: Defocused (micro-SORS) set-up. �� is the microscope focal distance.  

 

The model is based on the following hypothesis about the Raman intensity (photons counts) !���� from a 

given analyte �"; !���� essentially depends on the following quantities: 

1. the effective volume probed by the photons at the given defocusing step �. Notice that this volume 

effectively monotonically increases with the defocusing distance. Since the meaning of volume probed 

comprises also the effective ability to detect Raman photons from that volume, it depends both on the 

propagation of the laser photons in the sample and on the “escaping” capability of the scattered Raman 

photons. Notice that only a fraction of scattered Raman photons will be able to reach the collection zone 

on sample surface and this ability will depend on the specific position  # = ��, �, �� in the sample from 

which they start diffusing. 

2. the probed quantity of analyte (= moles of the analyte within the probed volume). Notice that this 

amount depends on the concentration profile ����� and on the volume probed at the defocusing 

distance �. 

3. the Raman scattering cross section corresponding to the selected Raman marker band of �" 

4. the incident laser power. 

With reference to Fig. 1, let us first consider a slice inside the material, placed at a given depth �, and whose 

thickness is dz. We can write the contribution to the photon counts due to the Raman scattering from this 

depth:  



 

�$���� = %&�� ' ' �������(���, �, ��)*
+*

)*
+* �� ��, �� =  &������� ���� ' ' (���, �, ��)*

+*
)*

+*  �� ��  

(eq. 1) 

The meaning of the symbols in eq. 1 is: 

�� =  absolute Raman cross section of the selected marker band of S1  
&�� = @ABCDCEFGH@� DGI@F JℎLHL$ �@$ICH� GH IBFMGN@ GH Hℎ@ N@$HF@ LM Hℎ@ DGI@F E@GO, 

  JFLJLFHCL$GD HL Hℎ@ DGI@F JLP@F 

(���, �, �� =  J���, �, �� M ���, �, �� 

 &�� J���, �, �� =  DLNGD �@$ICH� LM DGI@F JℎLHL$I GH JLC$H  # = ��, �, �� 

M ���, �, �� = @INGJ@ MGNHLF LM INGHH@F@� JℎLHL$I C$ # 

The quantity:  
&�� (���, �, �� =   &�� J���, �, �� M ���, �, �� 

describes the density of the Raman photons, scattered at a given point in the sample, that can reach the 

detection aperture at sample surface (for unitary analyte concentration and unitary absolute Raman cross 

section). 

The considered set-up is characterized by rotational symmetry, with its axis coinciding with the laser beam 

propagation axis (z) that is assumed to be orthogonal to the surface of the sample. We can define an average 

Q � factor: 

Q ���� =  ' �� ' ��)*
+*

)*
+* (���, �, �� = ' �R ' �F)*

�
�S

� TF (��F, ��U = 2V ' �F TF (��F, ��U)*
�             (eq. 2) 

where the last two equalities make explicit use of the rotational symmetry around the z axis (in cylindrical 

coordinates F, �, R). According to eq. 2, &��Q������  describes the average density of scattered photons 

coming from depth �, for a fixed defocusing length �. 

Introducing the molar concentration of �1 in a layer of thickness �� located at depth �, and its absolute 

Raman cross section, the number of Raman photons arriving at the surface from the depth � is 

�$���� =  &�� ����� �� Q���� ��     (eq. 3) 

The total photon counts (i.e., the Raman intensity of the marker band of e.g., �1) are obtained by integration 

over �: 

!���� =  &��  �� ' ����� Q���� ��)*
�    (eq. 4) 



In a similar way, we can write the expression for the intensity of the marker Raman band of the second 

analyte, �2: 

!���� =  &��  �� ' ����� Q���� ��)*
�    (eq. 5) 

By using eq. 4 and eq. 5 we can directly write the intensity ratio ����: 

���� =  ������
������ =  X�Y  ���

X�Y  ��� × ' [���\� ]Y�\� ^\_`�
' [���\� ]Y�\� ^\_`�

=  ���
 ��� × ' [���\� ]Y�\� ^\_`�

' [���\� ]Y�\� ^\_`�
    

(eq. 6) 

From eq. 6 we can deduce that: 

i. ���� does not depend on the incident photon density. 

ii. In eq. 6 we can substitute the molar concentration ����� (moles/volume) with the molar fractions 

(N����) of the two analytes:  N���� = �����/a, where a = a� + a� corresponds to the total 

moles of analytes per unit volume. Indeed, a simplifies when substituting N���� into eq. 6. 

Hence in eq. 6 and in the following expressions we can read the symbol �c��� both as molar 

concentration and as molar fraction. This can be useful while comparing our theoretical predictions 

with experiments on real samples. 

����� is simply obtained from eq. 6, evaluated at  � = �� (imaged set-up distance, or reference threshold 

defocusing distance) 

����� =  ���
 ��� × ' [���\� ]��\� ^\_`�

' [���\� ]��\� ^\_`�
   (eq. 7) 

Accordingly: 

���� =  ����
����� =  �' [���\� ]Y�\� ^\�×�' [���\� ]��\� ^\�_`�_`�

�' [���\� ]Y�\� ^\� ×�' [���\� ]��\� ^\�_`�_`�
    (eq. 8) 

Eq. 8 shows a very important property of ����: thanks to the normalization with respect to �����, H(X) does 

not depend on the ratio of the absolute Raman intensities of the two marker bands (
 ���
 ���). 

 Q ����  is a property of the material, and in the case of analytes dispersed in a matrix it is in general expected 

to depend on the optical properties of the matrix. The knowledge (or a modelling) of  Q ���� should allow to 

extract concentration profiles of the analytes, �����, by fitting the experimental micro-SORS normalized 

ratios ����.  



3. Application of the model to selected cases 

In Section 4, a method to obtain a suitable analytic expression for the  Q ���� function, based on Monte Carlo 

simulation of the photons propagation in a semi-infinite, non-absorbing turbid medium, will be presented. 

Here, eq. 8 will be simplified for some special cases that highlight the behaviour of ���� in physically relevant 

situations. 

3.1 Case I: def is constant along the whole material thickness def�g� = defhhhhh 

This case corresponds to a common situation, where an agent �1 is diffusing in a matrix �2 having a constant 

concentration, ��hhhhh. The expression will be derived under the assumption that the matrix density is not 

perturbed by the diffusing agent, which is a reasonable assumption for a porous matrix, as well as for small 

amounts of �1. 

���� =   �' [���\� ]Y�\� ^\�×[��hhhhh�'  ]��\� ^\�_`�_`�
[��hhhhh�'  ]Y�\� ^\� ×�' [���\� ]��\� ^\�_`�_`�

= �' [���\� ]Y�\� ^\�×�'  ]��\� ^\�_`�_`�
�'  ]Y�\� ^\� ×�' [���\� ]��\� ^\�_`�_`�

 
       (eq. 9) 

Evidently, in eq. 9 the dependence on ��hhhhh vanishes. More interestingly, eq. 9 shows that ���� is the same 

for samples where the concentration profile of �1 is functionally similar, i.e., �i���� = j �����. In this 

case it follows that H(X) is not sensitive to the concentration value at the surface (���0�). Therefore, we can 

state that normalized micro-SORS intensity ratios cannot provide information on the total amount of �1. This 

predicted behaviour is experimentally proven by micro-SORS measurement on special layered samples28 

consisting of a paper sheet matrix (�2) soaked in a blue pigment suspension (�1�; see Section 5 for the 

detailed description of the samples and the specific application of the model. 

 

3.2 Case II. Multilayered samples (stepwise concentration profiles) 

 

Figure 2. Sketch of a multi-layered sample. The concentration of S1 and S2 is constant along the full thickness of each 

layer. j numbers the layers, with thickness kl.   

 



The sample consists of N layers (m=1, 2,…N) of thickness kl that are made of different mixtures of S1 and S2. 

In any given layer m each analyte (�1 and �2) has a constant concentration �l� (Figure 2). The interfaces 

between layers are flat, and are located at � values determined by the thickness of the upper layers, so the 

interface between layer " and layer " + 1 is located at the depth: 

�� =  n kl
�
lo�   

By splitting the integrals appearing in eq. 9 into N integrals that describe the contribution of each layer, we 

obtain: 

���� =  ����
����� =  p∑ [r��sr  ×tYu\r,\rv�wx×T�∑ [r��sr  ×t�u\r,\rv�wU

T�∑ [r��sr  ×tYu\r,\rv�wU×T�∑ [r��sr  ×t�u\r,\rv�wU   (eq. 10) 

with: 

Γ�u��,��+�w =  '  Q ���� ��\r\rv�     (eq. 11) 

Usually, a layered sample is described by a few layers with different thicknesses and different concentrations 

of the two analytes. The last layer (substrate) is supposed to be made of �2 only, and to be of infinite 

thickness; hence, in this case we have (for " = z, k� =  + ∞): 

Γ���|+� , �| � =  '  Q ���� ��)*
\sv�    (eq. 12) 

If we consider the layer " of thickness k�, by using eq. 11 we can introduce the average value of GX within 

the layer, as follows: 

Γ�u��,��+�w = <  Q ���� >�  k�    (eq. 13) 

where 

<  Q ���� >�=  �
~r '  Q ���� ��\r\rv�     (eq. 14) 

In the following Section we show how the Q ���� function, which is expected to be a decreasing function of 

�, also depending on the defocusing X, can be effectively determined from Monte Carlo simulations. Once 

the  Q ���� function is defined, one can evaluate the integrals Γ����,��+��, thus obtaining a relationship 

���� = M����, k�� that depends just on the concentration of the S1 species within the layers and the 

thickness of the layers. 

 

4. Determination of the function ���g� 

3D Monte Carlo simulations were used to evaluate the probed depth with defocusing micro-SORS within a 

diffusely scattering matrix. The code was described in detail elsewhere.32-33 Briefly, laser and Raman photons 

were propagated through a matrix with a step size equal to the photon transport length, 37 D�. After each step 



their direction was randomised. (The transport length is related to the reduced scattering coefficient (��i ) of 

the matrix through D� = 1/��i ) 

The numerical code was written in Mathematica 9.0.1.0 (Wolfram Research). 2,000,000 photons were 

propagated simultaneously over 10,000 steps with a step size of D� = 0.2 mm. The sample was assumed to 

be non-absorbing at both the laser and Raman photon wavelengths and semi-infinite in depth and in lateral 

dimensions. The incident laser photons were initially placed at a depth equal to the photon transport length 

D� and uniformly distributed within the illumination area of diameter � = 6 mm. The locations of laser-to-

Raman photon conversion points inside the sample were recorded during the simulations. 38 The Raman 

photons were detected through the same area as the illumination zone. Only these detected Raman photons 

was considered in the analysis. The origin of Raman photons was closely inspected within a depth range of 0 

- 4 mm. This range was subdivided into 10 segments, each 0.4-mm thick and the detected Raman photons 

generated in each segment were summed up. This yielded the depth dependence of originating Raman 

photons detected in this specific geometry. This dependence is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Depth dependence of detected Raman photons (grey dots - Monte Carlo simulations) fitted to a single 

exponential decay function (red line). 

 

Figure 3 also illustrates that the dependence of detected Raman photons on their originating depth can be 

satisfactorily modelled using a single exponential decay function (the fit was performed with OriginPro 2018 

SR1). 

∆� = ! × e+�
�    (eq. 15) 

where ∆� is the Raman intensity contribution from a layer at depth �, ! is the Raman contribution from the 

surface layer (z = 0), � is the depth and � is the characteristic depth from which the Raman signal originates. 

The fit yields a value of � = 1.487 mm. This means that, at this (characteristic) depth, the Raman signal 

contribution drops from that of the surface layer by a factor 1/e. 



A further assumption can be made by postulating that the characteristic penetration depth, �, scales linearly 

with the diameter of the illumination and collection zones, �.  This is a crude simplification, but it is supported 

by analogous Monte Carlo simulations for full micro-SORS geometry presented in Fig. 2B in reference 38 

indicating that the depth from which the Raman signal originates could be crudely approximated with a linear 

dependence on the spatial offset (note: the spatial offset is analogous to the defocusing illumination and 

collection diameter, � used here). This assumes a high turbidity medium with the photon transport length 

being much smaller than the laser beam diameter. 

As such we can write 

� =  � × " 

where " is a constant, namely 

" = �
� = 1.487 OO

6 OO  ~ 0.2478 

And from the above it therefore follows that  

Q��� = Q�@+ �
�.����� (eq. 16) 

According to eq. 16 the defocusing is described by the diameter � of the illumination/collection zone. We 

can explicitly introduce the defocusing parameter � considering the objective half aperture �: by simple 

geometric optics, we have: 

� = 2�X-���  tan��� = 2�X-���  tan ��� 
Where �� identifies the location of the objective at the imaged position (see Figure 1). Therefore: 

 Q ���� = Q�� @+ �
��X-Y��     (eq. 17) 

with: 
� = 2 × 0.2478 tan���   (eq. 18) 

 

5. A test case: pigment suspension in a paper substrate 

We simplify eq. 10 for the case illustrated in Figure 4, adopting the hypothesis of Case I, Section 3, namely 

the matrix (paper) has uniform concentration (�� = �). The aim is to test the effectiveness of the 

relationship developed in describing the experimental findings from micro-SORS measurement on simple 

mock-up samples previously analyzed with defocusing micro-SORS. 28 

 



 

Figure 4. Cross-section view of samples 1A-1D. Coloured paper sheets are placed on top of several uncoloured, otherwise 

identical paper sheets. B/P indicates the intensity ratio of the Raman bands of the blue pigment (B, the agent) and paper 

(P, the matrix), selected from the Raman spectrum collected on the coloured sheets surface. In this set of samples, the 

second layer is the substrate (uncoloured paper), that is made of S2 only, and it is considered to have an “infinite” 

thickness. In samples 1A and 1C, paper sheet coloured with a deeper blue are present (P/B = 15.5), in samples 1B and 1D 

a lighter colour was used (P/B = 6). Samples 1A and 1B possess only one coloured paper sheet (thickness of 90 µm), 

whereas in samples 1C and 1D two paper sheets were used (total thickness of 180 µm). The detailed description about 

sample construction and micro-SORS measurements on this set of samples can be found in 28. The labels of the sample 

are the same of the mentioned publication. Adapted with permission from Ref 28. 

 

Each of the N layers is characterized by uniform dye concentration i.e., �����+� < � < ��� = ���. 

Therefore, the ���� ratio has the following expression: 

���� = ∑ t��\rv�,\r�sr  
 ∑ tY�\rv�,\r�sr × ∑ [r��sr tY�\rv�,\r�

 ∑ [r��sr t��\rv�,\r�   (eq. 19) 

As expected, the concentration of the paper (�) simplifies in the ���� expression. The first factor in eq. 19 

just depends on the scattering properties of the matrix and the second factor just depends on the 

concentration profile of the dye across the N layers. 

We apply eq. 19 to the samples 1A-1D (Figure 4) formed by two layers. The 1st layer (" =  1; 0 < � < k�) is 

a colored layer with two Raman scatterers (dye = �1 and substrate = �2). The 2nd layer (" =  2;  k� < � <
+� ) is just plain paper (�2 Raman scatterer only). With such sample structure/composition, eq. 19 becomes: 

���� = t���,~��)t��~�,)*� 
 tY��,~��)tY�~�,)*� × [���tY��,~��

 [���t���,~��  =  t���,)*�
 tY��,)*� × tY��,~��

 t���,~��   (eq. 20) 

As observed in Section 3 (eq. 9, Case I) ���� does not depend on the concentration of the analyte on the 

surface but it does on its penetration depth, k�. Therefore, ��� disappears in eq. 20. This immediately tells 

us that  ���� is the same for cases 1A and 1B (the same k�), which instead differ from the cases 1C and 1D 

(1C and 1D have a double thickness compared to 1A and 1B) evidencing the ability of this technique to 

differentiate penetration depth as also shown in the associated experimental study 28 

 Q ���� function behaves as a decreasing exponential, according to eq. 17.  The value of the decay length � of 

 Q ���� depends on the defocusing and is steeper for low defocusing values; indeed, as discussed in Section 

4, � increases linearly with the defocusing, i.e., � = �X.  



Eq. 18 allows obtaining the value of � for a given experimental set-up.  In the case analysed the half of the 

angular aperture of the 20X objective used for micro-SORS measurements was:   � = 23.57°. Therefore γ = 
0.216. 
By evaluating the integrals in Eq. 20:  

Γ��0, a� = Q�� ' @+ �
���vY���� = Q�� �− ��X-��� @+ �

��YvY���
\o�

\o��
¡ = Q�� ��X-��� ¢1 − @+ �

��YvY��£   

(eq. 21) 

we obtain: 

���� = t���,)*�
 tY��,)*� × tY��,~��

 t���,~�� =  �+¤¥¦§+ ¨���X-Y��© 
�+¤¥¦§+ ¨���Y�vY��©

   (eq. 22) 

The behavior of the function ���� can be straightforwardly assessed: 

� = ��   ⇒  ����� = 1;                  � → +∞ ⇒   ���� →  0 

The derivative (slope) of the function ���� is: 

¬���
¬� = + ¨���X-Y���   ¤¥¦§+ ¨���X-Y��©  

�+¤¥¦§+ ¨���Y�vY��©
   (eq. 23) 

By evaluating the derivative at the initial defocusing (��) one obtains: 

� = �� ⟹ ¬���
¬� ¯�� =  − ~�

°���+���� × ¤¥¦§+ ¨���Y�vY��©
¢�+¤¥¦§+ ¨���Y�vY��©£

< 0  (eq. 24) 

From eq. 4 we can deduce a first important observation: (i) the slope in �� is always negative, as also 

observed in experiments. Moreover, in the limit of large layer thickness (k� → +∞) we have: 

lim~�→)*
±����

±� = 0 

Therefore, if  
¬���

¬�  is a monotonic function (which is likely), we can state that the absolute value of the slope 

of ���� decreases as k� increases. This property is proven also by the following argument. Based on the 

representative values of  k�  =  90 μm, � =  0.216, ��� − ���  =  50 μm, we deduce that  
~�

°���+��� is large 



� ~�
°���+��� �10�. Hence, we can further simplify the expression of the slope at ��, under the assumption that 

exp ¶ ~�
°���+���· ≫ 1, since  

~�
°���+����10. 

±����
±� �

��
=  − k����� − ���� ×

exp §− k����� − ���©
¢1 − exp §− k����� − ���©£

~ 

~ − ~�
°���+���� × �

¢¤¥¦§ ¨���Y�vY��©+ �£
� − ~�

°���+���� exp ¶− ~�
°���+���·  (eq. 25) 

This expression implies that  
¬���

¬� ¯�� decreases (in absolute value) with increasing k�. 

Hence, we obtained a second important general consideration: (ii) the higher is the penetration depth of the 

analyte (larger k�) the lower is the absolute value of the slope of the the normalized intensity ratio ����. This 

behaviour is illustrated in Figure 5, which shows the trend of  ����, calculated according to eq. 22, while 

varying the value of k� 

 

Figure 5. Calculated ���� values (eq. 22) plotted vs ∆� = u� − ��w, for samples characterized by different penetration 

depth  k�. k�  varies from 45 to 270 µm. 

Indeed, the experimental data for cases 1A and 1B (90 μm layer thickness, see Figure 4) showed that the 

absolute value of the slope was higher than for 1C and 1D scenarios (180 μm layer thickness) (see 28 and Table 

1). 

 



 

Figure 6. Normalized micro-SORS ratios for samples 1A-1B (panel a) and 1C-1D (panel b), plotted vs  ∆� = u� − ��w. 

Experimental data: red and light blue circles; 28 prediction according to eq. 22: grey circles. Micro-SORS ratios are 

normalized to the reference defocusing distance u�� − ��w = 300 µm. 

 

The plots in Figure 6 compare ���� obtained from experimental spectra 28 with values calculated according 

to eq. 22. The agreement is very good, especially if one considers that no adjustable fitting parameters are 

introduced: the predicted ���� values depend only on the sample parameter k� , i. e. the penetration depth 

of the dye, with the γ parameter being completely independent of the sample. Indeed, γ is obtained by means 

of MC modelling of the propagation of photons in a turbid medium (Section 4) and it is valid (within the 

approximations adopted) for any sample. 

In particular, the plot obtained through eq. 22 gives a surprisingly good fit of the experimental data for sample 

1C and 1D (Figure 6b). Moreover, the experimental trend of the slopes of ����, obtained through a linear 

fitting of ���� in the range 300 - 1000 µm is also well reproduced by our prediction (Table 1). 

  



Conclusions 

The physical model developed here provides an important theoretical basis for the interpretation of a 

recently developed application of micro-SORS for the study of distribution of diffusing agent into a matrix, by 

means of analytical expressions where the basic characteristic parameters of the sample are explicitly 

considered (i.e., analyte concentrations and analyte penetration depths). As summarized in Table 2, the 

derived equations put into light which physical quantities affect the ���� and ���� trends measured by 

micro-SORS experiments. 

The model allows to properly rationalise the observed decreasing trend of the normalized micro-SORS 

intensity ratios (����) with increasing defocusing distance in simple layered samples, where the agent is 

localized on a layer of finite thickness. The ���� trend obtained with the model is fully consistent with the 

measured trend; moreover, the model demonstrates that the ���� slope, �����/��, is a good parameter 

for characterizing the penetration depth of the agent. The model also highlights that the normalization 

procedure introduced in the definition of ���� makes the ���� trends independent from the value of the 

concentration of the agent on the surface (and from the laser power incident on the sample), but makes H(X) 

sensitive to the concentration gradient. This is fully consistent with what is observed in micro-SORS 

experiments. 

The model was developed to be applicable to real situations encountered in Cultural Heritage, but its use can 

be extended to materials of interest in several other contexts, such as biomedical field, solar cells and 

semiconductors technologies. 39 

Based on the encouraging results obtained through the direct comparison between the prediction of the 

model and the experimental data, we believe that the general equation (eq. 8) and the related expression 

for layered systems (eq. 10) are a useful tool that can support the interpretation of micro-SORS data of 

complex samples. 

Moreover, we proven that the Monte Carlo modelling of the photon propagation in non-transparent media 

provides a convenient universal analytical expression, which allows describing the variation of the Raman 

response of the analyte by the effective ability to collect Raman photons generated at different depths inside 

a turbid sample. 
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Table 1. k�  of samples 1A-1B and 1C-1D and absolute value of the slope of the H���  function determined 

experimentally and with eq. 22. The slopes are obtained through a linear fitting of ���� in the range 300 - 1000 µm. 

Sample k� (µm) H slope (exp) 

µm-1 

H slope (model) 

µm-1 

1A 90 6 x 10-4 8 x 10-4 

1B 90 7 x 10-4 8 x 10-4 

1C 180 5 x 10-4 6 x 10-4 

1D 180 5 x 10-4 6 x 10-4- 

 

Table 2. Physical factors that influence the micro-SORS ratios (���� and normalized ratios ����  in a turbid sample 

with concentration profiles  ����� of two analytes with depth.  

physical quantity ���� ���� comment 

 ¹�,  ¹� YES NO the ratio of the absolute Raman cross sections is 

present in the expression  ���� 

�����, ����� YES YES  

laser power NO NO  

�º��»¼ YES NO �»½¾  modifies  ¹�,  ¹� 

photon propagation: 

reduced scattering 

coefficient (��i ) 

YES YES - but negligible dependence in high turbidity regime 

(photon transport length << laser beam diameter) / 

through  Q���� – universal expression deduced 

through MC simulation + experimental parameter, 

i.e.  objective semi-aperture 

- negligible absorption assumed 

penetration depth (k�� YES YES special case:  ����� = �  MLF  0 < � ≤ k�; ����� = 0     CM � > k� 
 

 

 


